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Overview 

The business case: why measure social impacts? 

The journey so far: Current practices 

Challenges, uncertainties & gaps 



CEO-led organization of forward-thinking companies that galvanizes 

the global business community to create a sustainable future 

for business, society and the environment



Companies are increasingly interested in measuring & 

managing their socio-economic impacts to: 

Fulfilment of 

commitments and 

expectations

Explanation of 

contribution to public 

policy goals

Indicators on 

performance, 

stability, capacity 

for growth within 

value chain

Understand needs, 

aspirations, 

resources, 

incentives of 

customers

The Business Case: from risk to opportunity



2008

Entry point to 
measuring 
Social Impact 

2013

Navigating a 
busy Landscape

2014

Towards 
harmonization..

The WBCSD Journey: 

Measuring Impact to Redefining Value

Redefining 
Value



Societal perspective

Economic Growth

Poverty Alleviation

Education

Social Stability

Public Health

Human Rights

Governance

Capacity Building

Enterprise Development

Environmental Sustainability

Broader development 
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Infrastructure

Products and Services

Jobs

Skills and Training

Procurement

Taxes

Corporate Governance

Environmental Management

Business 

activity

Direct 

impacts

Indirect 

impacts

The Initial Challenge: Merging two perspectives



Navigating a busy landscape: 

Main tools designed for & used by business



Approaches companies use for impact 

assessments
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Redefining Value: the next frontier



Ensuring objectivity 
How do you engage the right stakeholders & assurance processes? 

Examining negative impacts
How do you know what you don’t know? 

Aggregation
How do you compare location/context specific data? How do you sum a diverse set of 
indicators? Could monetization be a solution? 

The sensitivity of monetization 
How much is a human life worth? What are the implications if life is cheaper in less 
developed countries? 

Defining scope and materiality 
Social impacts are broad, impact level data takes time to 
materialize & longitudinal studies are resource-intensive. 

Defining influence
How do you isolate impacts caused by business (positive and/or 
negative)? How do you answer the “so what” question around 
what 1000 jobs really mean in a community? 

Challenges ahead….



Access WBCSD materials on impact
www.wbcsd.org/impact.aspx

Read the Business Fights Poverty Spotlight on Understanding and Enhancing the 
impact of business on development – a comparison of different approaches used by 
companies

http://www.wbcsd.org/impact.aspx
http://businessinnovationfacility.org/page/publications-spotlights



